
 Cut out ‘shape people’

 Cut out ‘plates’ 

 ‘Shape biscuits’

15–20 minutes

SHAPE BISCUITS FOR SHAPE PEOPLE

Introduce the ‘shape people’ one by one:

Show the circle and say: My name is Circle. Ask your child to feel around the edge of the circle. As they do this say: When your 
finger goes around a circle it never meets corners. Ask your child to draw the outline of a circle in the air with a finger. Say: Do 
you remember my name? My name is Circle.

Then show the square and say: My name is Square and I am different. Ask your child to feel around the edge of the square. As 
they do this, say: When your finger goes around a square it goes along the side and then it meets a corner, it goes along the 
side and then it meets a corner, it goes along the side and then it meets a corner, it goes along the side and then it meets a 
corner. I have four corners. Ask your child to draw the outline of a square in the air with a finger. Say: Do you remember my 
name? My name is Square.

Then show the triangle and say: My name is Triangle and I am different too. Ask your child to feel around the edge of the 
triangle. As they do this, say: When your finger goes around the triangle it goes along the side and then it meets a sharp corner, 
it goes along the side and then it meets a sharp corner, it goes along the side and then it meets a sharp corner. I have three 
sharp corners. I am very prickly, and very special. Circles all look like other circles, and squares all look like other squares, but 
triangles – well, we all have three sharp corners, but we don’t always look alike. Ask your child to draw the outline of a triangle 
in the air with a finger. Say: Do you remember my name? My name is Triangle.

Matching games:

Play ‘Find the Same Shape’. Show your child the three different cut out ‘plates’. Explain that these shapes are plates and that 
each belongs to one of the three shape people. Show them how to tell which plate belongs to which shape person by placing 
the square plate on top of the Circle with the face and agree that they are not the same shape: this is not Circle’s plate. Repeat 
with the triangular plate and finally the circular plate. Agree that the circle-shaped plate is Circle’s plate. Now mix them up 
again, and ask your child to find the right plate for each shape person.

Then give your child the smaller shapes and explain that these are ‘shape biscuits’ (they are in different colours from the large 
shapes to reinforce the aim of matching by shape and not by colour). Say: Circle only likes circle-shaped biscuits; Square only 
likes square-shaped biscuits and Triangle only likes triangle-shaped biscuits. So each shape person eats only its own shape 
biscuit. Ask your child to place the shape biscuits on the correct plates, then put the plates in front of the correct shape 
people, and finally to ‘feed’ each shape person with the shape biscuits that they each prefer.

Your child can name three shapes with support.
Your child can explore three shapes by tracing round them with a finger.
Your child can give the shape plates to the correct shape people, they can put the shape biscuits 
on the correct plates and can then feed them to the correct shape people.

To develop shape recognition: circle, square and triangle 
To model a kinaesthetic procedure for exploring shapes 
To develop shape matching, irrespective of colour or size
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You can play a follow-on game 
where you ask your child: 
What is/can be the same 
shape as Circle/Square/ 
Triangle?  Once they’ve 

practised in the house with 
objects, this can be a great 

game for car journeys – where 
they have to visualise the 

shapes and possible objects. 

SM3
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Cut directly around the edges of the shapes to make Square and Circle.
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Cut directly around the edge of the shape to make Triangle.
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Cut around the shape to make a ‘plate’. 
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Cut around the shape to make a ‘plate’. 
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Cut around the shape to make a ‘plate’. 
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Cut each shape out to make the ‘biscuits’. 
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